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married before God, so they asked for a church wedding 
and a baptism! 

Also in Ózd, another young couple, Edina and Richard, 
recently committed their lives to Jesus at the Ózd Light to 
the Nations Church.   On July 10th Edina gave birth very 
prematurely (at 6 months) to twins, a boy and a girl. The 
little boy, Richard, only weighed 60 dekagrams, (1.32 lbs) 
and the little girl, Fruzsina, weighed only 40 dekagrams. 
(.88 lbs.)  Because of their special needs, they are in differ-
ent hospitals, (the boy had a stroke, the girl had some stom-
ach bleeding). Please agree with us for full recovery for 
both, and for God to be glorified through this.  Oh, we 
should mention they also have a healthy 11 month old 
baby.  Three children under one year old! 

Work continues on the church building in Szakcs. There is 
still much to be done.  We are still believing for $7000 
(US) for insulation, paint, electrical and plumbing work. 
Your prayer and financial support are greatly appreciated. 

We are also still in need of a meeting place for the church 
in Ózd.  We would prefer to be able to buy a suitable 
building, but reasonable rent on a dependable place would 
be acceptable.  We have been searching, but so far the 
property in the right location at the right price has not been 
found.  Even though Ózd has the highest percentage of 
Romas of any town in Hungary, the mayor is very anti-
Roma and would rather all the Romas just leave!  We 
really appreciate your prayers not only for the Light to the 
Nations church there, but for the whole Roma population. 

Thank you for your prayers and financial support for 
Light to the Nations Ministries.  Your partnership  in this 
ministry is making a huge difference in the lives of many 
people in Hungary and Romania. Thank you!  

Love and blessings, 
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Galatians 6:9 Galatians 6:9 Galatians 6:9 Galatians 6:9 (NLT)    

So let's not get tired of doing what is good. At just the right 
time we will reap a harvest of blessing if we don't give up....    

One thing about the enemy we fight as Christians:  He is 
persistent!  But we know that the only way the enemy can 
defeat you, is to convince you the situation is hopeless.  If 
you give up, you lose!  This harvest, this victory may seem 
to be taking longer than you expected, but we can be sure 
that God’s Word and His promises are absolutely true, and 
if you will just refuse to give up and quit, it’s only a matter 
of time until your long-awaited blessing arrives!  The Word 
of God teaches us that we were made to overcome and win!  

We have a lot of news from our friends in Hungary and 
Romania.  The Light to the Nations churches and Bible 
schools are not only growing, they are producing fruit! 

Last month we told you about plans for weddings and bap-
tisms in Ózd and Szakcs, Hungary.  Earlier this month, 
Pastor Istvan Sule in Ózd not only performed a wedding for 
a young couple, Oliver and Barbara (well, a young couple 
with seven kids already) but baptized Oliver and Barbara 
the same day!  Not long after the ceremonies in Ózd, Pastor 
Istvan and his wife Szilvia travelled to Szakcs where they 
participated in more weddings and baptisms. 

Joining Pastor Istvan and Szilvia in Szakcs, was Pastor 
Gabor Bognar from the Light to the Nations church in 
Botpalad, Hungary.  Pastor Gabor and a small team from 
Botpalad came to help Zoli and Gina Mursa, who lead the 
group that meets in Szakcs.  Three couples were married, 
and all three, plus one additional lady were also baptized. 

What makes these weddings special, as far as we are 
concerned, is that all of the couples mentioned above had 
been living together, some for many years. Their 
conviction to get married did not come from preaching that 
they were living in sin, or anything that their pastors 
preached about marriage.  They were independently 
convicted by the Holy Spirit that they needed to get 

I am the Lord, I have called you in righteousness, I will also hold you  
by the hand and watch over you, and I will appoint you as a 

covenant to the people, as a light to the nations...   Isaiah 42:6 

                  



 

 

Above left:  Last month we told you about Oliver, the man from Ózd, Hungary who was diagnosed with a tumor on his kidney.  Oliver received Jesus as Lord 
and Savior and asked to be baptized.  Well, not only was he baptized along with Barbara, mother of their 7 kids, but here they are shown at their wedding the 
same day!    Above center:  Here, Oliver places a wedding ring on Barbara’s hand as one of their children looks on.  But wait, there’s more!  The picture above 
right shows another couple exchanging rings, one of three couples to be baptized and married in Szakcs, Hungary. Below left: All three couples light a larger 
candle using their smaller candle, symbolizing two lives becoming one. Below center:  Following the weddings, seven people were baptized. Here, Pastor Istvan 
Sule from Ozd and Zoli Mursa prepare to baptize one of the newlywed wives as Pastor Gabor Bognar (blue shirt) looks on.   Below right:  LTTN Bible school 
students from the church in Székelyhíd, Romania teach a group they have been working with in the town of Șimian, 35 kilometers from Székelyhíd.  

 Below left: These young boys in Șimian who have had the luxury of going to school and learning to read, are shown here, learn-
ing how to “rightly divide” the Word of God.  This is just some of the fruit that is springing up from the LTTN Bible school students 

from Székelyhíd who have been evangelizing and ministering there 
for several months.  Right: This couple, Edina and Richard just re-
cently committed their lives to Jesus at the  Ozd, Hungary Light to 
the Nations Church.   On July 10th Edina gave birth prematurely (at 
6 months) to twins, a boy and a girl. The little boy, Richard, only 
weighed 60 dekagrams, (1.32 lbs) and the little girl, Fruzsina, 
weighed only 40 dekagrams. (.88 lbs.)  Because of their special 
needs, they are in different hospitals, (the boy had a stroke, the girl 
had some stomach bleeding). Please agree with us for full recovery 
for both, and for God to be glorified through this.  Oh, we should also 
mention they also have a healthy 11 mo. old baby.  Think of it, three 

children under one year old! 

25 years of Light to the Nations:  Below left: On one of our early trip to Romania, Marta took time to talk to this young boy and lead him to Jesus.  Ministry is 
not always big crusades and auditoriums filled with people, many times it is one person at a time. Below center:   Marta translates for Pastor Dan Denissen as 
he teaches in the Light to the Nations Bible school in Budapest.  Below right: The first graduating class of the Budapest Bible Training Center.  Graduates are 
happy to show off the Calgary, Canada T-shirts given them by the Calgary Word of Faith Bible school. 


